Dear Chairman Inhofe, Ranking Member Boxer, Chairman Upton, Ranking Member Pallone, Chairman Shimkus, and Ranking Member Tonko:

We are writing on behalf of the American Alliance for Innovation (AAI) to urge timely and comprehensive negotiations on a conference product to reform the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). AAI is an alliance of trade associations representing a broad spectrum of the economy, businesses large and small. AAI represents many major industry sectors, all along the chemistry value chain, including aerospace, agriculture, apparel, automotive, building and construction materials, chemical and raw material production, consumer and industrial goods, distribution, electronics, energy, equipment manufacturers, food and grocery, footwear, healthcare products and medical technology, information technology, mining and metals, paper products, plastics, retail, storage, and travel goods. Updating TSCA so the law ensures the safe use of chemicals, encourages the development of new products, and protects American jobs continues to be a top priority for our associations.

As you know, thanks to strong bipartisan support, both the Senate and House passed TSCA reform legislation last year. Both bills, the Frank R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act, and the TSCA Modernization Act of 2015, have strengths and have been publicly supported by AAI. The attached document, agreed to by the undersigned AAI members, identifies preferred outcome priorities. It is important to note that this document is not exhaustive of all potential issues of interest to the undersigned groups.

Some preferred outcomes identified in the document are in the House bill, some are in the Senate bill. However, TSCA is an extremely complicated statute, and care should be taken as you combine the two bills. In many cases, sections of each bill have been drafted to work in sync.
with other sections of the bill. Simply cutting and pasting sections of one bill into another without considering effects on the remaining pieces of the final product could be confusing and problematic. We therefore ask that you consider the attached document as a whole.

The members of AAI are committed to doing our part to help finalize a federal approach that will benefit all consumers and industry, and we strongly urge all of you and your bipartisan, bicameral colleagues to make TSCA reform a reality in the 114th Congress by finalizing an effective conference product as soon as possible.

Sincerely,
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cc:  The Honorable David Vitter
     The Honorable Tom Udall
The House of Representatives and the Senate are expected to reconcile their versions of legislation to modernize the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) upon passage of the Senate bill. As the conference process unfolds, the following technical objectives and outcomes should be priorities for consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Preferred Outcome(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain strong preemption provisions</td>
<td>• Retain high priority “pause” on State actions taken after the federal risk assessment process begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Retain conflict limitation on grandfathered State laws.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strengthen the preemption waiver provisions in current law, and ensure they are implemented consistent with a nationally uniform chemical regulatory system. EPA should retain the discretion to grant or deny waivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Retain exemption for state actions related to clean air and clean water laws.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Retain exemption for state actions related to monitoring and information collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure a robust, risk-based prioritization system to focus government and industry resources on high priority substances</td>
<td>• Ensure the prioritization process considers both hazard and exposure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Include requirements to ensure the prioritization process creates certainty and predictability in timing, selection of chemicals, and outcomes, including a focus only on those uses that present the greatest risk potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Require prioritization screening only at a pace consistent with EPA ability to conduct risk assessments (e.g., avoid creating a long list of high priority substances that EPA cannot address in a timely manner).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Preserve requirement that EPA designate low priority substances. Provide clear guidance to EPA on chemicals to be considered as low priorities (e.g., substances exempt from CDR reporting).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure a focus on chemicals that are actually in commerce (including chemicals on the EPA Work Plan Chemicals list).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Clarify Congressional direction and intent with respect to specific prioritization criteria (e.g., better define “high hazard”, “widespread exposure” and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Adopt a risk-based approach to assessment of all high-priority substances, including PBTs, and for manufacturer-requested assessments | Retain requirement for full transparency in the risk assessment process, including publication of the scope of assessments, and the hazards, exposures, conditions of use and potentially exposed subpopulations considered.  
Ensure integration of hazard and exposure information in assessments, and that the process fosters certainty and predictability in scope, timing/deadlines, and decision-making.  
Ensure that PBT characteristics are simply one criterion in the prioritization process, and that full risk assessment processes apply to such substances.  
Eliminate a list-based approach to PBTs that requires risk management actions on all listed substances regardless of risk.  
Maintain the requirement that risk management actions for PBTs reduce exposures “to the extent practicable.”  
Metals and metal compounds should not be identified as persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic substances, as specified in EPA’s 2007 Framework for Metals Risk Assessment.  
Mandate EPA consideration of existing federal regulation in determining the scope of a risk assessment.  
Permit industry requests for safety assessments, and industry submission of draft safety assessments.  
Retain requirement for EPA to develop guidance for submission of industry draft safety assessments. |
|---|---|
| Ensure that confidentiality provisions protect essential proprietary information | Retain approach that distinguishes information that must be asserted and that which must be substantiated in order to obtain CBI protection.  
Clarify that while health and safety studies are not subject to protection from disclosure, confidential chemical identity in the context of health and safety studies is protected, including molecular structure and... |
- Retain provision protecting CBI when contained in material that has both confidential and nonconfidential information within it.
- Ensure that disclosure requirements to third parties include appropriate use of confidentiality agreements.
- Require EPA to provide a written statement of reasons for the denial or modification of a CBI claim.
- Retain requirements for EPA to provide notice to a CBI claimant upon expiration of a claim, and notice and the right to seek judicial appeal of an EPA decision to disclose CBI.

**Ensure an efficient, tiered testing process**

- Ensure that exposure or exposure potential is a factor in EPA testing decisions.
- Require EPA to employ a tiered screening and testing process.
- Make clear that EPA cannot impose an express or constructive minimum data set, or require testing for the purposes of prioritization.
- Maintain reimbursement provisions in existing law.

**Adopt workable amendments and clarifications to TSCA reporting and recordkeeping provisions**

- Ensure a focus on chemicals actually in commerce by “resetting” the TSCA Inventory. Require EPA to retain the current scope of the Inventory.
- Adopt a timeframe and deadlines for an Inventory reset that are reasonable and attainable.
- Mandate that EPA reset the Inventory as efficiently as possible (e.g., avoid duplicative or unnecessary reporting; maintaining existing exemptions from reporting).
- Ensure that the mechanism for inventory reporting is efficient and effective and not overly burdensome for those manufacturers/processors dealing with a high number of low volume materials.
- Ensure that no substance is removed from the Inventory in the active/inactive reset process.
- Preserve Class 2 nomenclature system and practices for UVCCs. Require EPA to develop guidance for nomenclature equivalents.
- Clarify ability to seek Inventory corrections, and establish an efficient process to make corrections.
- Ensure that in setting reporting requirements, EPA looks to the entities most likely to have relevant information.
- Retain requirement for EPA to periodically consult with SBA and update definition of small
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturers/processors for the purposes of reporting.</th>
<th>Ensure EPA resources are appropriately focused by requiring EPA to review only a representative set of prior claims for protection for confidential chemical identity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide authority to ensure efficient and effective consideration and implementation of risk management measures</td>
<td>Require EPA to consider cost and benefit in deciding which regulatory option to apply in rulemaking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain EPA authority to adopt critical use and other appropriate exemptions from risk management measures.</td>
<td>Ensure that critical use exemptions for substances that are banned or phased out are not subject to time limits, or are renewable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure appropriate exemptions for replacement parts.</td>
<td>Apply risk management measures to articles only to the extent necessary to address risks from exposure to the chemical substance from the article or category of articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure Congressional direction to manage EPA imposition and collection of fees</td>
<td>Provide EPA sufficient direction and authority to assess fees in appropriate circumstances, including a requirement to develop the fee system (including fee attachment points) in consultation with industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrain EPA authority to impose fees arbitrarily on any TSCA-related activity.</td>
<td>Ensure that fees for manufacturer-led risk assessments are used only for that purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify that fees cannot be assessed for submitting exemption notices (e.g., low volume or polymers).</td>
<td>Ensure that fees for manufacturer-led risk assessments are used only for that purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain appropriate definitions in a revised TSCA</td>
<td>Preserve a definition of “susceptible subpopulation” that EPA has a mandate to identify specific subpopulations that are affected/to be addressed in a given risk assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that the scope of EPA authority under TSCA is not expanded into areas that are under the jurisdiction of other federal agencies.</td>
<td>Maintain an efficient and effective new chemicals review program — appropriate review of new chemical notifications within current deadlines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that EPA does not interpret its authority to expressly or constructively impose blanket Significant New Use Rules in PMN decisions.</td>
<td>Modify the Section 5 new chemicals program only insofar as necessary to ensure — sufficient EPA resources to make timely and efficient PMN decisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Regulation of articles only if the reasonable potential for exposure to the chemical substance from an article or category of articles warrants notification.** | o Regulation of articles only if the reasonable potential for exposure to the chemical substance from an article or category of articles warrants notification.  
- Clarify Congressional intent regarding the decision-making standard for new chemicals, if it is changed from current law.  
- Preserve all existing Section 5 exemptions |

| **Require consideration of existing Federal and State regulatory authorities and controls during prioritization, assessment, and risk management** | o Require EPA to consult with OSHA before adopting prohibitions or restrictions to address workplace exposures.  
- Maintain required EPA comparison of risks, costs, and efficiencies of regulating under TSCA versus another EPA law. |

| **Reliable science and weight-of-evidence as the foundation of EPA decisions** | o Require EPA to apply high-quality, reliable science in decision-making, and develop appropriate policy and guidance to ensure certainty in the application of that requirement.  
- Require EPA to make decisions based on the weight of the scientific evidence.  
- Provide Congressional direction to EPA on use of sentinel exposures in risk assessments. |